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AIRCREW EXPOSURE TO COSMIC RADIATION.
NEW ANALYSIS, RECOMMENDATIONS EURADOS1}
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Department of Radiation Dosimetry, Nuclear Physics Institute of the Academy of

Sciences of Czech Republic

ICRP 60 publication recommends to include aircrew members among occupationally
exposed persons [1]. Many theoretical and experimental studies have been realized since 1991,
several international bodies have taken part in discussion of topic. The progress achieved can be
characterized in the following way, the most of results are based on studies and analysis realised
in the laboratory of authors.

1. Oil-Earths* Reference Fields
Cosmic radiation on the board of an aircraft consist of two components: directly

ionizing radiation (electron, proton - low LET) and neutrons (high LET). Neither composition
nor the energy spectrum of usual on-Earth calibration sources ("Co, ^Cf) do not correspond to
the field on a board. That is why high energy reference fields behind shielding high energy
accelerators at CERN (and Dubna) have been created and intensely studied. Their typical
characteristics following from the results of our measurements are presented in Table 1.

Many different measuring instruments and detectors have been tested in all these
reference fields, it was proved that hard fields (top concrete at CERN) neutron (high LET)
component is very convenient for on-board calibration. A typical comparison is shown in Table
2. One can see there that the remmeter NM2 as well as bubble damage neutron detectors
(BDNDs") underestimate (about twice) H*(10) on the board when calibrated with ^2Cf neutrons.
This correction factor has been taken into account as well as the multiplication by 1.25 in the
case of low LET measuring instniments [2].

Tab. 1 Dosimetric characteristics of on-Earth high energy reference fields.

Characteristics

EN ;MeV
H*(10); Sv.cm2

3\hn ; c m " 2

Low LET r-T(lO)
u.Sv

High LET H*(10)
(.iSv

Value per hour
CERN

at 7xlO5 PIC

top iron

1,9
1,60-10

4,72 06
60

1350

top concr.

49,8
2,80-10
8,25 05

68

375

Dubna
at Ip ~ 1 nA

soft field

0,253
2,90-11
1,1 08

790

4600

hard field

12,4
1,05-10
4,2 06

130

1200
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Tab. 2 Comparison of direct readings of high LET instruments.

Radiation field

Prague- Montreal
Prague
A 310-300
February 1995
CERN
top concrete

9,5 km
10,1 km
10,7 km
11,3 km

76
S2

Directly read value of ]
HSv, by

NAUSICAA-TEPC M2

l,24±0,32
2,38±0,25
3,98±0,42
3,35±0,42

524±25
644±60

l,0±0,l
l,3±0,l
l,6±O,2
l,8±0,2
267±7
303±7

-i*(10)°,

BDNDs'

l,3±O,2a

l,4±0,23)

l,3±O,22)

l,4±0,23)

270±0,20
310±20

"per hour on board, per 106PIC counts at CERN
2) Average value for 95 and 10.7 km
3) Average value for 10.1 and 11.3 km

2. Exposure levels ou the board
2.1. In-flight measurements
In-flight measurements on the board of commercial aircraft have been since 1991

realized during about 20 flights, seven of them were typical long-haul ones. Flight routes
extended from the 1.3 °N up to about 65 °N, flying altitudes varied from 8.2 km to 12.5 km.
Basic conclusions from these studies can be formulated in the following way:

a) The readings do not depend on the position in the aircraft (lar<., ± 10%); a good
agreement of results obtained with different instruments and detectors has been stated.

b) They decrease when going to the equator, mostly between 50 °N (4 GV of geomagn.
rigidity) and 20 °N (11 GV), being in the equator region about two to three times lower for
directly ionizing component, more than four times lower for neutron component.

c) They increase with flight altitude, the average increase for each 600 m (2000 feet) is
for northern ( 50 °N) region and both components about 15%.

d) Following the actual conditions of flight (altitude, wind, etc.) the integral value of
dose equivalent can differ for the same route up to the factor of 1.5.

e) The level of exposure can be estimated at 50 °N, at flight altitudes about 11 km and
the period since the end of 1992 to about 6 to 8 y&\ per hour.

2.2. Solar cycle influence on the exposure level
The exposure level due to galactic cosmic radiation (predominant contribution for the

most of time) is inversely proportional to the solar activity. The most of our measurements has
been performed since the beginning of 1993, when cosmic radiation level on the base of data
from Lomnicky stft and/or Calgary stations vary only a little (95 ± 3)% of reference value. Only
data with substantially lower countings had been obtained at the end of April 1991- The relative
ratio of monitors* countings is 1.14± 0.02, the relative readings are equal to I.l6± 0.02. These
ratios are, however, comparable with uncertainties of measurements. It should be also
mentioned that veiy energetic solar flare had place at 29th September 1989. Daily average values
increased by 20% at Lomnicky stft (4 GV), by 80% at Calgary (1 GV).

3. Radiation protection aspects
a) The usual limits of annual aircrew flight hours correspond at 11.3 km to about 4 mSv

per year, with new ICRP 60 conversion factors to about 5 mSv per year. It is well bellow the
limit, higher than for other groups of occupationally exposed persons (bellow 1 mSv in
medicine, resp. 1.6 mSv in industry [3].
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b) Monthly flight hours limit does not exclude that the exposure of a pregnant women
can exceed 1 mSv during this period.

c) The aircrew exposure should therefore be checked, controlled and administered as
conscientiously as for any other group of occupationally exposed persons.

4. European activities
In the collaboration between DGXI and DGXII of CEC two main activities have been

started since 1992:
a) CEC Project has been formulated, the studies in the frame of it have continued up to

the end of September 1995- Many results like these presented in this work have been acquired.
b) A Working group 11 of EURADOS "Exposure of Air Crew to Cosmic Radiation" has

been formed to prepare basic analysis and recommendations concerning the topics. The basic
recommendations are the following [4]:

- air crew flying routinely at altitudes over 8 km are deemed to be category B workers, it
is therefore important to estimate, record, control and, where necessary, to limit the doses;

- the preferred procedure in order to estimate doses to air crew or frequent flyers is to
determine route doses and fold these data with data on staff rostering;

- where doses may exceed the limit for category B workers (6 mSv per year), on-board
monitoring of dose

may be appropriate.
- an equivalent-dose limit of 1 mSv for the embryo and foetus should be specify for air crew.
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